How has digital transformed the Finance
workforce in government?
Digital modernization investments appear to have paid off
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Digital modernization is driving a decrease in transactional Finance roles

within the federal government’s largest

civilian agencies.1 A decade ago, many agencies
initiated significant digital transformation
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resource planning migrations, that have paved
the way for further modernization. Deloitte’s
experience working with many of these
organizations over the last decade points to
increased investments in cloud, process
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human intervention in the finance function.
The result is a smaller financial
management workforce that is shifting
from transactional roles to
nontransactional, value-added ones. This is
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16% (figure 1).2 Workforce allocation in these top
agencies is also approaching top private sector
benchmarks: The American Productivity &
Quality Center reported that companies that fall
within the 25th percentile allocate 70% or more
time to nontransactional Finance activities.3
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the business. Whether it’s technology disruption, business model innovation,
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